vipassana

meditation
& its relevance to the world

jAgo logAš jgt keþ, bItI kþAlI rAt¦
huSA wjAlA DmQ kþA, mMgl huSA áABAt‹
J±go logoª jagat ke, b²t² k±l² r±ta;
Hu± uj±l± Dharma k±, maªgala hu± prabh±ta.

People of the world, awake! The dark night is over.
The light has come of Dhamma, the dawn of happiness.
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Vipassana Meditation

a Technique for All Time
fe

DmQ pMT hI ÕAMit pT, DmQ pMT suK pMT¦
DmQ pMT pr jo cle, kþre du:KAš kþA SMt‹
Dharma paªtha h² œ±ªti patha, Dharma paªtha sukha paªtha;
Dharma paªtha para jo cale, kare dukhoª k± aªta.
The path of Dhamma is the path of peace,
The path of Dhamma is the path of happiness;
Whoever walks the path of Dhamma makes an end of suffering.
fe
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T

wenty-five centuries ago in India, a young man set out
to investigate the basic truths of existence. That time and
place seem infinitely far away from us today. But despite
all the differences, we face the same questions to which he sought
answers: What is the right way to live? Why is there suffering in the
world? How can we find real understanding? How can we find real
happiness?
Siddhattha Gotama was not the first to ask these questions. As
so many have done, he looked for answers from the accumulated
wisdom of the past and from wise people of his own time. Then he
decided to search for the answers himself. And eventually that led
him to sit down under a tree, close his eyes and explore inside.
There are detailed explanations of what he discovered in the
following hours, but less well understood is how he discovered it.
He was not granted a revelation by a supernatural power. He did not
spend the time in intellectual analysis. Instead he sought to confront
reality directly, to see things as they really are through a process of
dynamic introspection.
That process is what we call Vipassan± meditation.
Vipassan± is a straightforward, practical method of selfexamination. It makes use of tools that are available and acceptable
to any human being: our own breath and physical sensations.
Meditators start by observing natural breath at the entrance of the
nostrils. They don’t try to control the breath or add any word to it.
They don’t try to count the number of times they breathe in or out.
Instead, the only effort is to be aware of what is actually happening
at this moment in this part of the body – the breath now entering,
now leaving the nostrils.
Surely nothing could be simpler. And yet anyone who tries this
discovers how fiendishly difficult it is. The mind keeps slipping
away to thoughts of the past, projections of the future or senseless
imaginings. We feel so restless that we cannot sit still, or so drowsy
that we cannot hold our heads up.
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